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Stage area approx 5m W x 4.7mD
If side front rows removed, stage extends to approx 6.9m W
If centre front row removed, stage extends to approx 5.4m D
Please note pillars inset from DSL and DSR corners of stage
Scenery cannot be placed downstage of the pillars
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no guaranteed access to dressing rooms or exit from stage right wing
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ladderbeam at grid height
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scaffolding waist and knee rails
solid panel to 790mm
FOH display board/partition
internal poster wall/drape

lighting
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575W/650W Profile wide angle zoom
650W Fresnel
1kW Fresnel
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Source Par MFL 575W
Source Par WFL 575W
Par 64 CP62 1kW
re-focusable and re-gellable lantern
gel number (Lee Filters/Rosco E-Colour)
gel number (Roscolux/Rosco Supergel)
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rostra heights
+918
+765
+612
+459
+306
+153

Stage height approx 3.3m to lanterns, 3.8m to lowest point of grid
Room height approx 4.25m to ceiling
C venues ltd accepts no liability for any inaccuracies
This plan is provisional and subject to change
For further information please contact C venues on
+44 (0)131 581 5520 or email production@cvenues.com
Copyright © C venues ltd – plan updated 1 July 2018
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